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Dear Lawrence School Families, 
 

 Thank you for taking the time to read 
our quarterly newsletter!  Communication with 
our families is an ongoing goal at the Lawrence 
School.  We are always trying to improve how we 
keep you updated on how things are going at 
school and we are always interested in hearing 
your feedback on areas where we can improve.  
As of now, in addition to this quarterly  
newsletter, we make ConnectEd calls/emails 
when important announcements need to be put 
out.  On Fridays we email an overview of the 
week ahead.  Our school calendar is updated 
regularly.  Of course, it’s also a good practice to 
get into a routine of checking your child’s  
PowerSchool information and if you have  
concerns, email or call the Team Leader.  I  
encourage everyone to make sure they are taking 
advantage of these communication options and 
again, let me know if you have any suggestions.  
If you don’t know where to start, simply call the 
school and one of our friendly and helpful  
secretaries will be happy to get you connected.   
 

 I’d also like to highlight some of the 
methods we use daily to support the progress of 
your child while they are in our care.  One of the 
most impactful aspects of our Innovation School 
structure is the schedule.  Within this schedule, 
the departments meet every other day to work 
on key components of their particular subjects.  
Together, they review common assessments, 

make sure they are pacing appropriately and share 
best instructional practices, to name a few things.  
On the other days, the Teams convene.  This group 
will focus on fostering a team culture that is the 
most conducive for all students to succeed.  They 
may work to implement some strategies into their 
teaching that will support a student that is struggling 
academically or emotionally.  Team meeting time is 
also a time to conference with a parent or guardian 
if a more in-depth conversation needs to occur.  The 
Guidance Counselors and School Psychologist  
regularly attend these meetings to assist in this  
practice.  These are just two of the many scenarios 
where our faculty communicates about student  
progress and reflects on how we can continually  
improve our work.   
 

Thank you to the many parents/guardians 
and community members who have already made a 
connection with teachers, counselors or administra-
tors here at Lawrence.  Your partnership in support 
of the students is extremely valuable to us.  Our  
students, at this critical age, face challenges everyday 
- socially, emotionally, academically.  But when we 
work together, this great group of kids thrives!  
Thank you for reading.   
 

“The greatness of a community is most accurately 
measured by the compassionate actions of its  
members.” - Coretta Scott King 
 
Sincerely, 
Tom Bushy, Principal 

A Message from Assistant Principal Vieira, 
 

During the week of January 28, the  
Lawrence School participated in the district and 
community-wide annual “No Guff” week.  This 
week was an opportunity for our student body to 
participate in various themed activities to learn 
about proactive ways to handle conflicts and how 
to contribute to a positive school climate.  We  
focused our daily activities around the school’s 
motto of Pride, Respect, Responsibility &  
Compassion. During Advisory and a variety of  
other conversations we have with kids, we have 

been talking about what it looks like to truly treat 
each other with kindness and to show gratitude to 
those around you.  Unfortunately, we sometimes 
see the other side of this, but we believe that the 
more communications we have about appropriate 
and positive behavior, the better off we will be as a 
school community.   

 

When you talk to your child at home, 
please ask them about a positive experience 
they had at school.  A compliment they received 
from a classmate or a teacher.  And if they don’t 
have anything to share, encourage them to brighten 

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
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Team One News 

L A W R E N C E  S C H O O L  

Team Two News 

Happy 
New Year! 
It’s a bit 
cold  
outside, 
but it 
doesn’t 
stop the 
action on 
Team 1.  
We say 
goodbye to 
Mrs. 

O’Connell and welcome to Ms. Lewis, 
the seventh grade Engineering teacher.  
The future is now with solar car races, 
rockets and robots.  Ask your students 

about what they are learning! 
 

Please mark your calendars on April 24
-25 for the ELA MCAS exams. 
 

In English, we have put aside the  
rebellious ‘60s and will immerse  
ourselves in Victorian England and the 
antics of Ebenezer Scrooge.  Students 
will work hard on their close reading 
skills using a difficult text.  As with 
The Outsiders, we will have a  
companion text to read along with A 
Christmas Carol.  We will examine 
and compare choices that authors 
make in their narratives.  A Common 
Assessment, narrative writing,  
American Poets and the Cape Cod 
Times Classroom Times Contest are 
coming down the line in February and 
March.   

 

Social studies has brought Ancient 
Egypt to the modern classroom. We 
have studied pyramids, Egyptian  
society, the Nile River and concluded 
the unit with a project on the  
pharaohs. Students demonstrated their 
knowledge of individual pharaohs by 
teaching the class through group or 
individual presentations. Skits  
depicting the preparation of mummies, 
PowerPoint presentations and posters 
were just some of the methods used for 
this student teaching.  
 

In math, we started the quarter with 
simplifying algebraic expressions and 
incorporated these skills into solving 
multistep equations and inequalities.  
Solving equations is now pretty easy for 
this talented group.  We also solved 
equations with rational coefficients by 
combining skills we learned in earlier 
chapters.  We just started ratios/
proportions unit and used ratios to 
determine which product is the better 
buy. We continue with this unit as we 
enter the third quarter. 

someone’s day with a kind gesture or 
compliment and perhaps the favor will 
be returned.  The Lawrence School is a 
great place for our kids to learn and 
grow and their school experience can 
be even better if we help them along.  
Thanks for partnering with us to  
support your children through 7th and 
8th grade! 
 

 Along the lines of sharing 
kindness and honoring positive  
experiences, we have been recognizing 
students each month who earn perfect 
attendance. Students are rewarded 
with a small token of appreciation and 
congratulated on their efforts. Our 
attendance rates have remained  
comparable to last year, but we are  
beginning to see an upward trend and 
we are hopeful our small act of  
kindness will inspire students to strive 
to be here everyday. 
 

“If you want others to be happy,  
practice compassion. If you want to be 
happy, practice compassion.”  
- Dalai Lama 
 

Sincerely, 
Rebecca Vieira, Assistant Principal 

continued 

This year is flying by, it’s so hard to 
believe that we are already halfway 
through the school year!   

In Ms. Galligan’s English students are 
learning about Victoria London and 
Charles Dicken’s influence on the  
social problems of the day.  We are 
reading A Christmas Carol. The 7th 
grade English teachers, in conjunction 
with Mass Poetry, hosted a Day of  
Poetry where students attended  
workshops taught by poets.  Students 
participated in a variety of exercises to 
peak their interest in writing and  
performing poems.  The day was  
highlighted with an open mic in the 
auditorium where numerous students 
shared their poems with the audience.  
This was fun and engaging for all.   
 

In Ms. Solich’s math class students 
have been working on equations and 
inequalities and wrapped that up as the 
quarter was concluding.  Next up in 
math students will be learning about 
ratios, proportions and percents.   
 

In science class with Ms. Cruse the 
Science projects have begun!  Students 
brought home a pink project guide 
before the December vacation and 
have now turned in a yellow project 
sheet (as of 1/11).  The projects are 
students’ choice of an experiment to 
conduct at home and are due in class 
on Wednesday February 27th or at the 
Science Fair on March 2nd at  
Falmouth High School.  Students are 
not required to present at the Science 

continued 



 
P A G E  3  

Congratulations to our students for 
completing half of the academic year!  
We’d like to encourage students to 
continue working hard on classwork 
and homework assignments during the 
third quarter.   
 

In ELA, the students continue to  
improve their writing skills through 
essay writing. In the coming weeks, we 
will be reading and analyzing the  
novella A Christmas Carol for its  
symbolic meaning.  Dickens’ wrote it as 
a “call to action” in an effort to  
publicize the horrific working  
conditions and treatment of the poor 
children during the Industrial  
Revolution of the Victorian Era.   
 

Science projects have been assigned 
and are in full swing. Students should 
be performing a controlled experiment 
that will be presented in class prior to 
February vacation or at the science fair 
on March 2. We are now starting to 
study plant processes and  
reproduction, to be followed by animal 
behaviors and reproduction. 
 

In Math class, we’ve been focusing on 
ratios, rates, proportions and percents.  
We’ve also done quite a lot of work 
solving multi-step equations and word 
problems.  We have also been doing 
practical applications such as sales tax, 
unit rates, discounts and commissions. 
Next quarter, we will be investigating 
the advantages and disadvantages of 
interest. 
 

Social Studies students have been 
learning about ancient Egypt and the 
early Israelites.  We began the quarter 
studying the importance of the Nile 
River Valley then learned about social 
classes and the accomplishment of the 
pharaohs.  We also explored the  
ancient pyramids and religion.  We 
recently learned of the Israelites and 
the origins of the first monotheistic 
religion, Judaism.  We are currently 
working to explore the causes and  
effects of the current conflicts in the 
regions of Israel and Palestine.  Finally, 
students participated in the  
Preliminary Round of the National 
Geographic GeoBee.  In Unlocking 
Social Studies, students completed a 
unit on Debate Skills.  They practiced a 
variety of public speaking skills and 
wrote, memorized and performed their 
speech in front of the class.  They also 
researched and participated in a  
Parliamentary-style debate.    

Team Three News 

Fair but all are required to do a  
project.  Any questions or concerns 
regarding the project please contact 
Ms. Cruse.   
 

In Ms. LeLacheur’s social studies class 
students have been immersed in a unit 
on the Ancient Israelites and are just 
finishing up with a final writing project 
using narrative skills about the  
Israelites journey to Canaan.  We will 
branch from ancient to modern in the 
upcoming weeks as students discuss the 
crisis in the Middle East today and 
learn about how the violence in mod-
ern-day Israel affects children their own 
age.  Finally,  and as always if you have 
questions or concerns regarding your 
student please don’t hesitate to reach 
out to the team.  We are here and  
always willing to help our students. 

Students recently concluded their 
study of the Middle Ages with a  
classroom jousting tournament before 
the winter break. It was great to see the 
energy and enthusiasm of the students 
as they jousted their classmates with 
Nerf lances. This annual event was 
such a success. Please ask your child 
how they made out. 
 

Coming up in social studies students 
will begin to examine the Renaissance 
and the Protestant Reformation.  This 
is an exciting period in European  
History with a number of significant 
individuals and events.  To keep them 
straight please make sure you child is 
reviewing their yellow note sheet each 
night.   
 

In Mr. Zarra’s science classes, students 
are gearing up for the science fair.   
Projects have been assigned and will be 
due at the end of February in order to 
have them completed and ready for 
judging at the annual competition.   
 

In English, classes just finished up The 
House on Mango Street and have begun 
their study of the Holocaust by  
reading Night. 
 

Finally, students should start thinking 
about plans for next year.  They will 
have many important decisions to 
make this year, primarily, what courses 
they will take to prepare them for their 
future. It's important to continue  
emphasizing to your children that their 
efforts will make a difference in their 
future and that they should still be 
studying approximately 90 minutes 
total each night. Additionally, Mrs. 
Mitchell would like parents to know 
that she is available most Thursdays 
after school for extra help with math. 

Like Lawrence School on  
Facebook!  Stay connected 

with all the current events and  
happenings going on! 

continued 
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It is hard to believe we are half-way 
through the year. It has been a great 
year so far, and the teachers continue 
to find joy in watching this group of 
young people learn and grow.  
 

The team has been busy starting their 
Holocaust literature unit, working on 
science project ideas and developing 
their skills in each subject area. This is 
the time of year where we transition 
into getting ready for high school, as 
course selections are being completed. 
With that comes added responsibility 
and a shift in expectations. Remember 
to have your child stay after school 
when they need extra help or if they 
start to fall behind.  

Team Six News 

During quarter 2 we honored some 
award winners. Here is a list of team 
awards. We are so proud of these  
students and their achievements: 
 

Subject Award Winners for  
Academic Excellence 
English:  Luke Ciarletta and  
Isabella Zine 
Math:  Abigail Clough and  
Caroline Moskal  
Social Studies: Dylan Driscoll and 
Madeline Sabens 
Science:  Shannon Keating and Lauryn 
McGann 
 

Fame, an award for excellent team 
citizenship and awesome deeds: 
Karlee Mesissner 

Team Five News 

It’s science project time!  Students 
have selected their topic questions 
and should be working at home on 
designing and performing  
experiments to answer them.  Projects 
will be presented in class on February 
27th, or at the town Science Fair on 
March 2nd for extra credit.  In class, 
students are finishing up their study 
of genetics and heredity and  
preparing to delve into evolution and 
natural selection. 
 

We’re excited to be planning a trip to 
the Museum of Science in Boston in 
the month of March.  Details will be 
coming home soon! 
 

In social Studies, students spent the 
second marking period focusing on 
Middle Ages Europe, diving deep into 
the Feudal System as well as the  
Crusades, amongst other topics.  
Readings, videos, maps, illustrations, 
class discussion and other methods 
were used with the students to  
explore the rich history of this era.  
Students finished the quarter by com-
peting in the annual National  

Meghan Azzato 
Travis Steele 
William Dunn 
Geography Bee Team 5 Participants 
Luke Ciarletta 
Brody O’Donnell 
Joe Simpkins 
 

2019 Lawrence School Geography  
Bee Champion 
Brody O’Donnell 
 

Congratulations to ALL of Team 5 for 
getting through the first half of the 
year. We are proud of all of you. Keep 
up the good work. 
 

Parents we could really use donations 
of tissues. Please send them in for Mrs. 
Alves to distribute. 
 

Geography Bee. Questions were asked 
of each student in their respective 
classes before two team six representa-
tives were chosen to compete against 
the winners from the rest of the 
school. Fun facts were learned by all 
on topics including but not limited to 
the 50 states, the seven continents, 
and the oceans of the world.  
 

In math we are continuing to work 
toward mastery of skills and problem 
solving strategies required for our 
math curriculum.  Students are work-
ing independently and cooperatively 
to explore and investigate concepts 
that will help them find creative  
solutions to problems involving  
geometry, functions and data analysis. 
Third quarter will be challenging.  All 
students should be encouraged to stay 
focused and keep up their good work 
through the end of the year to  
maintain the level of achievement 
they will need for a successful  
transition to high school!  Extra help 
is available during lunch on ACE days 
or after school - usually on  
Wednesday! 

In English, students have been  
working on Narrative Writing skills 
and all the elements that support this 
type of writing. The students saw how 
the inclusion of emotions, dialogue 
and stage directions created more  
interest in their writing. We then 
worked on more familiar skills such as 
Imagery, Figurative Language,  
Characterization and Setting, to  
further enhance the story that began 
as a paragraph or two and then into a 
three or four page narrative story.  
Twelve Angry Men by Reginald Rose 
is what we are currently reading and 
“acting out” in class. It’s an  
interesting account that deals with 
inner conflict and prejudice.  
We will begin reading the memoir, 
Night by Elie Wiesel at the start of 
quarter three. This is a very  
compelling account of the time Elie 
spent in concentration camps during 
the Holocaust. I encourage you to 
have conversations with your child as 
we read the book. They will have the 
memoir at home if you would like to 
read along with us.  
 

Thank you for your continuous  
support. 



 

P A G E  5  Library Media Center The library has been 
consistently busy with 
classes and lunch 
groups since Thanks-
giving break. Over the 
past two months 7th 
graders have visited 
the library with their  
science classes to learn 
how to create a Works 

Cited page using our online tool,  
NoodleTools. Students have accounts 
they can access in school or at home 
and will continue using this tool 
through high school. All students are 
now expected to have a Works Cited 
page for projects they complete.  
 

Maker Club participated in “Hour of 
Code” week in December with a game 
of Sphero Mini Golf! Students used 
iPads to code Spheros through a  

9-hole mini golf course. Students  
excelled in utilizing their coding skills 
from Tech21 and Engineering classes 
and students that had never coded  
before were able to learn from their 
peers. We hope to make this an annual 

event.  In February, author Renee  
Watson, who wrote the Newbery  
Honor winning book, Piecing Me To-
gether, visited Lawrence. We were all 
very excited to ask her questions and 
hear about her writing process.  

The Lawrence School band is hard at 
work preparing lots of new pieces, 
including Battlefront, Distant Horizons 
and Clarinets Packing Up Early. We’ve 
been using the web-based online  
music classroom called MusicFirst. 
Students are able to login and send 
assignments from any internet-
enabled device. Our next  
performance is on Wednesday March 
13th at 7pm at the FHS fieldhouse 
gym for All Bands Night. Also  
included is the Lawrence Jazz Band 
along with performances from the 
Morse Pond and FHS bands. 
 

The Lawrence School Choir is busy 
preparing repertoire for All Choral 
Night which takes place on Weds., 
March 18th at the Lawrence school. 
This March choir concert will also 
feature performances from FHS and 
Morse Pond choirs. New choral  
repertoire includes a round, a  
spiritual The Battle of Jericho in a  
contemporary setting, a perennial 
favorite The Rainbow Connection from 
the ‘Muppet Movie’ and Amazing - an 
upbeat, inspirational song about  
living life to the fullest and enjoying 

life's adventures. The Vocal Jazz  
Singers continue to meet for rehearsal 
on Wednesday mornings before 
school. New members are welcome! 
They are currently polishing off a  
capella versions of the Stevie Wonder 
hit song Superstition and Queen’s We 
Will Rock You!.   
 

Mrs. Cahill would like to welcome the 
new 7th grade students to music class 
that began in the 3rd quarter.  
Students in this class are learning the 
basics of beginning guitar and can 
expect to learn how to pick notes to 
play their favorite songs and strum 
chords to accompany themselves as 
they sing! So far they have learned 
how to play the notes on the 1st 
string and how to strum and play the 
E chord. Upcoming guitar songs will 
of course include lots of songs by the 
Beatles - Love Me Do, Twist and Shout, 
Nowhere Man, Hey Jude and Let it Be.  
 

8th grade Music Tech classes just  
finished the first semester section and 
students created a portfolio of original 
songs in mp3 format! The new section 
is just starting up for second semester. 
I’m looking forward to a fun-filled 

class with piano playing,  
programming drum beats, creating 
remixes and more. 
 

Congratulations following Lawrence 
School music students who  
auditioned for and were accepted to 
perform in the 2018 Massachusetts 
Music Educators Association South-
eastern Jr. District Music Festival.  
Voice:  Kylie Shelott - alto, Lexi 
Davignon - soprano, Dennis  
Moraga - bass, Alyssa Miceli - alto, 
Bree Tidey - soprano, Christopher 
LaRossa - tenor, Nicole Norris -  
Soprano, Savannah Thomas -  
Soprano, Orchestra: Hadley Smith - 
violin, Shusei Tani - cello, Alex Tang 
- cello.  
 

Upcoming Music Events: 
March 8th & 9th: SEMMEA Junior 
District Music Festival at Attleboro 
High School.  
March 13th: All Bands Night  
March 18th: All Choral Night at the 
Lawrence School. 

Music, Band & Chorus 

Tech 21 
Team 2 is working on writing reviews 
for entering in an upcoming Cape 
Cod Times contest. The reviews will 
then become part of a group podcast  
project.  Students also complete a  
coding and video project as well before 
the trimester ends on March 15.   
 

Coding Club will continue working on 
a long-term arduino project with  
Vinnie once a month on Wednesdays 
throughout the remainder of the year. 
See announcements and the monitor 
in the cafeteria for upcoming dates.   
Students can try game designing in 
Coding Club on weeks when Vinnie 
isn't scheduled.  All students and  
levels of experience are welcome! 
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We are having an exciting year so far 
in 7th Grade Engineering! Team 3 
students finished up their trimester in 
November with work on robotic  
creatures. Our workshop was full of 
lights and movement as students  
crafted and coded interactive  
creatures. The students successfully 
showed off their work to visiting 
teachers and classmates at a Robotic 

7th Grade Engineering 

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— - 

8th Grade Engineering 

We are keeping busy in the 8th grade 
Engineering program this year!  We 
are currently working with Team 4 
students whose prior engineering  
experience with Ms. Lewis and Mr. 
Nugnes has allowed us to review many 
of last year’s concepts and then 
launch right into construction.  Our 
overall focus in 8th grade is to provide 

students with the opportunity to  
understand and explore the presence 
of engineering and problem solving in 
the world around them and to pick 
up some construction skills of their 
own at the same time. 
 

We recently completed a study of 
bridges in which students constructed 
their own plywood bridge to hold a 10 
pound weight and stand up to the 
force of a leaf blower.    
Currently, students are constructing 
their own display shelves, using logos 
designed with google docs and then 
carved into their shelves using our 
new CNC router.  This device allows 
students to lay out a display of clip art 

and font work on a computer,  
convert it to a jpeg and send it to a  
mechanical deck which allows a palm 
router to carve their design into a 
piece of lumber.  This has greatly  
enhanced the personalization value 
of our display shelf project and  
allowed students to create their own 
professional looking designs for  
display in the school and at home!  
 

We will wrap up the trimester with 
our 8th Annual Iditarod! 
 

Please visit www.tinyurl.com/
engineering8 for pictures, videos and 
more information! 

Zoo event.  
  

In December, Team 1 students began 
their engineering adventures. They 
started by exploring the engineering 
design process through challenges 
such saving a Muppet from a fire and 
launching bottle rockets as high as 
possible.  Now students are exploring 

alternative energy and transportation 
technologies as we design and build 
solar cars. The solar car work will also 
introduce students to woodworking 
techniques and prepare them for  
future projects in both the 7th and 
8th grade shops. We will finish off 
our term with more robotic creature 
creations before Team 2 students take 
over the workshop in March.  

January has been filled with all kinds 
of art making at Lawrence school! 
Mrs. Phares’s eighth-grade classes have 
just finished fabulous paintings  
celebrating the Fauvist style of vibrant 
colors and counter realism.   
Additionally, huge portraits are now 
emerging from the classroom inspired 
by street artists. Stay tuned for  
exploration on the pottery wheel! 
 

In other news, the Lawrence school 
chapter of the National Junior Art 
Honor Society  was one of the top 
three vendors selling their goods at 

the Falmouth Art Center holiday sale 
in December.  Items such as student 
made clay birdhouses, platters and 
bowls sold like hotcakes.  The  
Lawrence school NJAHS donates a 
portion of all fundraising money to a 
scholarship fund created to help  
students in Falmouth who are  
interested in taking classes at the  
Falmouth Art Center. 
 

Second trimester 7th grade artists are 
experts on the Mona Lisa and  
Leonardo Da Vinci. Why was she so 
famous? Ask a Team 3 7th grader! 
Student artists have recently  

ART 

completed abstract self-portraits  
showing radial symmetry and also 
each created a "Modern Mini Mona 
Lisa". Coming up next is a month of 
work in clay! 
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Health Office We are in winter 
mode and many  
students are  
experiencing cold 
and flu symptoms. 
Flu season is shaping 
up to be a tough one 
this year.  It is  
important to do 

what you can to help prevent the 
spread of the Flu. There are several 
ways you can help protect yourself and 
your child: 
 Get the Flu shot- it is not too late 

and can still provide protection-
talk with your doctor if you have 
any concerns 

 FREQUENT hand washing-this is 
still the most effective way to    
prevent the spread of germs 

 Avoid touching your eyes, nose, 
mouth-the flu virus can live on 
other people's hands and surfaces 
and then from our hands can  

enter our bodies through eyes, 
nose and mouth 

 Cover your coughs and sneezes-
using a tissue or the crook of your 
elbow when tissues are not     
available-wash hands after    
coughing and sneezing 

 Clean and disinfect regularly-focus 
on areas touched frequently like 
sinks, counters, doorknobs,     
telephones and computers, to 
help kill the flu virus on surfaces 

 Avoid sharing personal items-
chapstick, water bottles, towels, 
pillows 

 Keep your distance from sick    
people- avoid crowded areas if 
possible and if a family member is 
ill frequent handwashing and   
minimizing contact will help    
reduce exposure 

 Avoid spreading the flu-if you are 

sick stay home from work or 
school- this means at least 24 
hours after a fever is gone without 
the help of fever-reducing  

      medicine like Tylenol or ibuprofen 
 Teach your children good hygiene 

habits- hand washing and proper 
cough/sneeze etiquette 

 

SBIRT screenings took place for 8th 
graders February 11 and 12th.  
Information was sent home to  
parents. Please contact me with any  
questions.  
 

Eating healthy is important to your 
child’s health and success at school. 
Healthy foods and regular physical 
activity can really help your child in 
the classroom by having better  
attendance and improving  
concentration.  It’s always a good idea 
to bring a water bottle to school. 

Saudações, Saludos, Salutations from 
the World Language Department!  It 
has been a fun 2nd quarter here at 
Lawrence for many students who have 
been studying Portuguese, Spanish or 
French. 
 

In a couple 
of the   
Exploratory 
Language 
classes  
students 
were able to 
meet and 
cook with a 
special guest 
from Brazil!   
Students 
learned how 

to make pao de queijo, biscoito, bolo 
and brigadeiros with ”Cleuza”  
(Ms.Hayman’s mother in-law).  Every-
one enjoyed getting to practice some 
basic Brazilian  Portuguese  
conversation along with trying some 
popular foods from Brazil!  
 

Foreign Language 
In all French classes 
students celebrated 
French traditions and 
are certain to be able 
to give their opinions 
and describe une 
Bûche de Noël! Again, 
food is always a high-
light to studying a new 

language. Students learned  
vocabulary/expressions related to  
holiday traditions in France and  
understand the similarities and differ-
ences in traditions. In December, 
many students in both French and 
Spanish classes designed their own 
holiday/winter cards. Hopefully you 
enjoyed your child sharing one with 
you! French students also learned 
about “Le Jour dex Trois Rois” (3 
Kings Day) which ended the unit on 
French holiday traditions with a King 
and Queen being chosen in the class.  
7th grade Spanish students can now 
describe how their school compares to 
other schools around the world.  

Students were engaged using  
authentic resources such as photos 
and Youtube videos to gain insight 
into what classrooms around the 
world look like, as well as learn how 
difficult it can be for students around 
the world get to school. (25 Caminos 
más peligrosos del mundo hacia la 
Escuela.) 
Spanish students in 8th grade  
completed a unit on Sports/Sports of 
the Spanish speaking world. Students 
learned to discuss sports and learn 
about famous athletes, less famous 
athletes such as Lionel Messi and  
Lorena Ramírez Hernández, an ultra 
marathon runner from the Copper 
Canyon in Mexico who runs wearing 
Huaraches. (rubber sandals).  Students 
can give their opinions on various 
sports and activities, talk about the 
traits that an athlete should have and 
now be able to interact with a native 
speaker on these topics. Students are 
all speaking quite a bit these days in 
their classes and it is all pretty  
impressive! We are proud of what 
they can do and we hope they are 
sharing it with you!                                               

—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— - 

https://youtu.be/_UY4_ADCPik?list=RD_UY4_ADCPik
https://youtu.be/_UY4_ADCPik?list=RD_UY4_ADCPik
https://youtu.be/_UY4_ADCPik?list=RD_UY4_ADCPik
https://youtu.be/VFRFvD57fn8

